
Parents Guide to 
ITA Tournaments

Day of the TournamentBefore the Tournament Equipment

Application form – The club instructor will supply you 
with an application form. Make sure all details are 

carefully recorded by the instructor in the club

competitions

remember that a tournament is a full day event! 

water

on chest

and should be wrapped around the waist only once 
and securely tied

instructor in advance of the event.

-
petition:

and the palm should be visible for 

protection under the dobok pants 

heel and be properly secured. 

Gum shield is compulsory for all 
junior competitors
Gum shield must be moulded and 

tournament

Shin protection is compulsory for all 
competitors

junior competitors and is optional for 
cadet and senior level

unless accompanied by a doctors 
note and deemed by the tourna-

Collect stickers from your instructor on arrival

competitor number

and wait to be called to compete
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ConductPattern Rules

next round.

The next two names called prepare on red and blue 

and waits for the next round.

on the technique performed

next round.

4 corner referees who keep track of the scores and 
a head referee or Jury President who; supervises 

assistants.

head or body

in cases of excessive contact! Repeated excessive 
contact or other serious offences may lead to 

Extra rounds and sudden death playoff can occur 
when the score is tied at the end of ordinary time.

compete to the best of their ability while always 

Spirit

Supporters must conduct themselves in a courteous 
manner at all times. They may cheer enthusiastically 

not be tolerated

supporter area and must not interact with or distract 
the referees

all times participate with the spirit of fair play in mind

If you have a problem or query on day of the 

competition

are available

The referees should not be spoken to or distracted

Committee
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